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The equations of motion of an arbitrary flexible body in orbit
are derived. The model includes the effects of gravity with all its
higher harmonics. As a specific example, the motion of a long, slender,
urdform beam in circular  orbit is modelled. The example considers
both the inplane and three dimensional motion of the beam in orbit.
In the case of planar motion with only flexural vibrations, the pitch
motion is not influenced by the elastic motion of the beam. For large
values of the square of the ratio of the structural medal frequency to
-the orbital angular rate the elastic motion is decoupled from the pitch
i
motion. However, for small values of this ratio and small amplitude
pitch motion, the elastic motion is giverned by a Hill's 3-term equation.
Numerical simulation of this equation indicates the possibilities of
instability for very low values of the square of the ra--do of the modal
frequency to the orbit angular rate. Also nwnxicaa. simulatiorS of the
first order non-linear equations of motion for a long flexible beam
in orbit have been !performed. The effect of varying the initial con-
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An Modal amplitude function
B*^ B ( 0) B(s) Matrices defined in Appendix II
c Resultant of external disturbances torques acting
on the body
(CX , Cy , CZ ) Ccanponents of c in T 3 frame
en)	
D'
, Terms accounting for the center of mass shift due
to elastic motion (Eons. (30) and (48)
E Eternal force on the elemental mass dm
En Modal components of exterrol disturbances
F Gravity force expressed in T 2 (0) frame
10 Gravity force at point O, expressed in the intrinsicframe at that point
(FP , Fn , w) Gravity force components in T 1 frame
4R Gravitational torque due to rigid body motion
G<n) Gravity torque due to elastic motion in the nt h mode
Han) See Eqn. (III - 1) in Appendix - III
Z(09n) See Eqn. (III - 1) in Appendix '- III
(iX , i iz ) Principal =rents of inertia of the body
in the undeformed state
Ks See Eqn. (5)
Ks0 Zeroth harm:)nic amplitude of gravity potential
L	 Structural operator which transform the elastic




L(m)	 See Eqn. (III - l) in Appendix - III
M, M(0) , M(s)	 Matrices defined in Eqn. (6)
Mn
	
Generalized mass in the nth mode, see Eqn. (12)
M9) M(S ) 	 Elements of M(0) and M(s) respectively
x3	 ij
0'	 Origin of TO frame (center of the earth)
0	 Origin of the body axes
P5m) (n)
	 mth Legendre associated function of order s
P	 An arbitrary point in the body
On)	 Terms accounting for the inertia torques due
to elastic motion (Eqn. (28)) .
( (n) O(n) QW)	 Calr^ponents of j ' n)
9	 See Eqn. (27)
TI , T2 , T3	Transformation matrices given in Egns. (1), (2)
and (3).
T	 Orbital period
V	 Gravitational potential per unit mass (see Eqn. (57)
O'XYZ	 Inertial axes system (r 0 frame)
0 XO YO ZO	Orbit fiXed referQ_noe fume (T 2 frame)
Oxyz	 Principal, axes of the body (T3 frame)
Z(n)	 Mode shape of a free -free beam in its nth mode
(see Eqn. (IV - 4)
a	 Inertial acceleration of dm
a	 Equatorial radius of the earth





C	 An arbitrary constant in Eqn. (67)
e	 External disturbance force per unit mass
f	 Gravity force per unit mass at an arbitrary
point in the body, expressed in the body frame
Gravity force at point 0 expressed in the
body frame
gn
	Gravitational force acting on nth mode
gmn	 See Eqn. (46) and Eqn. (III - 1)
Oil
 i2 i3	Local intrinsic frame ( -r1 frwe)
X	 Length of the beam
M	 Mass of the body
q	 Elastic displacement vector
r	 Instantaneous position vector of the elemental
mass dm measured from 0





zn	Non--dimensionaLized modal amplitude (= An/^)
Bn	See Fqn. (IV - 3)
Y	 Phase angle
dm	Kronecker delta symbol














V Gravitational constant (=9.79misec 2 for earth)
(&X , &y , CZ ) Co-ordinates of an elemental mass dm in r 3
 frame
in the undeformed state
P Distance of dm fram the inertial origin 0'
T Dimensionless time; T =
2 (r3wt+Y)
T(n) V d^ shape of nth mode (components 0 (n)^ ^(n)^
z





nth mode natural frequency
Nn, m) See Eqn. (5)
n See Eqn. (N - 3)
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1.	 I1,71RODUCTION
r 3hi.s re	 presents the development of the e cations of motion^^	 P^	 Q
of an arbitrary flexible body in orbit and its specialization to a
long, slender, uniform beam in circular orbit. 	 In the literatlzre,1,2,3
many models of a beam satellite in orbit are presented. 	 The model
considered by Pringle3 consists of a massive central rigid body to
which a massless elastic beam is rigidly attached.
	
The other end of
the beam catriest a tip mass.	 For beam satellites with lengths of the
order of 100 miters or more	 and mass distributed throughout the length
this cannot be used.
	
Ashley's model l ' 2 of a beam satellite is based on
a continuum approach.	 He arrives at a set of partial differential equa-
tions for the beam model. throughen
	
methods. However, partial dif-
 ^Y	 P^'t
ferential equations are not as convenient for numerical simulation.
Ashlay arrives at the conclusion that it is impossible to excite flexural
vibrations of a beam directly through gravity gradient. The sane con-
clusion is arrived at in section 5.1.1 of this report.
The development of the beam model pix-,sented in this report follows
as a specialization of the equations of motion of an arbitrary flexible
body in orbit. Also, the model presented here can be quite easily adopted
for numerical simulation and also for inclusion of various control laws.
The development of equations of motion for an arbitrary flexible







However, the distinguishing features of the present development fram
that of Santini are (a) extensive use of the tedh^cues of vector
calculus (b) introduction of the orbit fixed reference frame as an
intermediate frame between the lcoal intrinsic free at the origin
of the body axes system and the body axes frame. Hence, the Euler
angle rotations used in the present report are different fran those of
Santini . 4
The equations of motion presented in this report are obtained by
the Galerkin integration 5,6 of the equations of motion of a generic
point in the body.	 The motion of the generic point is assLmed to be
described by the superposition of rigid body motion plus a combination
of the structural modes.
Section 2 of this report desc—vibes the various co-ordinate reference
frames employed in the development of the equations, and the transfcrmatior.
relations between these reference frames. 	 The detailed derivations of
the transformation relations are presented in Appendix - I.
Section 3 presents an expression for the gravitational force on
a generic element in the body. 	 The expression also includes the higher
field.	 detailsharmonics of the earth's gravitational 	 The	 of this
development are presented in Appendix - II.
In Section 4, the development of the equations of motion of an
arbitrary flexible body in orbit is presented. 	 The expansions of the
vector eRpressions in equations (2.8), (31), (32) 3, (43), (44) 5 (45), and
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Specializations of the equations of ration in sec s-ion 4 to a long,
slender, uniform beam are presented in section 5. Section 's 5.1 and
5.2 discuss the planar, and the three dimensional ration of the bean
In orbit, respectively. In Appendix - :LET , the expressions for the
natural mode shapes, frequencies and the modal „ass for a free-free
uniform beam are presented.
In Section 6, the numerical solutions to the res ponse of the planar
ration of a beam in circular orbit, undergoing only flexural vibrations,
are presented. The res ponses indicate the possibilities of instabilit,
at very low values of (wn/wc)2.
The final section of the report, Section 7, outlines the conclusions









"'III	 SL^^{{ F i;
2. CO-OF]INATr. IRA ES
The foalowi.,Z co-ordinate frames am used in -the develoDm nt of
the equations of motion.	 (See Fig. 1)r
0 O' XYZ Inertial reference frame.
O'Z along the earth's spin axis.
0'X along the line of the ascending node.
' O'Y perpeendicular to 0'X and 0'Z.
T 1 Pili2i3 Local intrinsic frame at a generic point,P.
Pil
 along -the radius vector 	 0' to P.
' Pi 	 perpendicular to Pil in the plane of ZO'P.
Pia perpendicular to Pil and Pi2.
X10 O114233 Local intrinsic frame at 0.
i 2 OXOYOZO Orbit fixed reference frame.
Ox 	 along the local vertical
tOYO the	 in the	 directionalong	 orbit normal and	 negative
of the orbit angular moment= vector.
Oz  perpendicular to O X. Q and OYO.
T3 OXYZ Principal axes of the body.
The above reference frames are related to each other as follows:
1QX 0 x	 xio	 X	 x.Q	 ..	 0 
Y10	 = T1 .,Y	 YO	 = T2	 I 10	 ;	 = T3	YO
Lz1O—
Z ZQ	 X10	 Z	 ZO
T 1 T 	 T2	 T10	 T3	 ^2
where,
Sncw	 sr1sw	 crr
TI = c-1cw	 cnsw	 -Sn	 - {l)
-- 5w	 Cw	 0
1	 0	 0
T2
 =	 0	 c.X	 s X	 (2)
D - SX.	 e
Coco (sock- + cosesO (sOsIP - cOsecO
T3 = -soce	 (cock - sOs9sIP) (Cosh + sosec^)	 (3)
se	
-cesip	 Ce#
and s,c -represent sine and cosine `unctions respectively. The detailed
development of these transformations are presented in Appendix - T.
The body angular velocity cmiponents (X, y, W
z
) and the Eisler
angular rates (, @, }
 are related as follows:
WX. = 6SO + ^Coce - We (soc* + coseso)
Wy = ec¢ - ^soce - we (corn - soseso





















In this section an expIn-ession for the gravitational force per
unit mass, ev,-:,essed in the body fixed f.XM (T 3 ) is presented.
In deriving this expression, it is assumed that IFI/p <i 1, where r
is the position vector of an arbitrary point in the body with respect
to 0 and p is the distance of the same point from 01.
We can write 'the g,:^vitational 4 potential in the most general
form as
2	M 	 s+l
V ( p , n, w) = 	 + ua a	 Ks 	 S2$ {n,w)	 (5)
s=1
where,
Ks = Kso cos Oso
s
0 (n,w) = E	 [Ps
	
(n)cos (nu + 4 Snd IIKS
m=)
"
Fs(m) (n) is the m h associated Legendre f,inction of
order s.
Kso and	 are con`, cant? to be given experimentally through
geodetic sa (41 lire tee-iniques .
'Me gravitational force per unit mass at the origin of the hN-Iv
axes, 0, i11 the T 1 (0) f.am is To = 7 V j 0 .
For a point: at a distance r from 0, neglecting small quantities of






























TO = Gravitational force at 0 expressed in the principal body
axes frame (z 3 )
S










T3 T2 B(s) T2T T3T	 (6)
The matrix B{5} is given by eqn, (1I-12) in Appendix - II. It can
be observed that M(0) and M($) are symmetric matrices.
The expression for the gravitational force in the form given in egn.(6)




4.	 EQUATIONS OF MOTION
In this section the equations of rotational motion and elastic
motion of an arbitrary flexible body an orbit are presented.
	 The
body is assumed to be subjected to small amplitude elastic displace-
ments, q, which are tr -zformed to elastic forces by the linear
operator L.
Consider an elemental mass, dm, whose instantaneous position
vector from the center of mass of the body is r
	
(Fig. 2).
The equation of motion of dm can be written as:
a dm= L (q) +Ydm+E
	 (7)
where
a = Inertial acceleration of dm
L(q, ) = Elastic forces acting on dm
= Gravitational force per unit mass
E = External forces 	 dmacting on
9 = Elastic
 displacement
The above vector equaton can be written in the body fixed reference
frame (T8 ) as,
+r+2 9x	 + WX r +WX (wxr)] c)m
L (q) + r dm + E	 (8)
It is important to note that r and r are the velocity and acceleration
of dm respectively as seen frrxnn the body fixed reference frame, T 3'	 All
the vectors in the above equation must be expressed in the body frame
^r 3'
.	 i




 is the position vector of dm with respect to 0 in the
undeformed state, q is the elastic displacement of dm.
Hence
r = q and r = q	 (10)
For small amplitude elastic displacements, we can write the elastic
displacement, q, as a superposition of the various modal contributions
according to
m
q = E An(t) ^(n) {r0 )	 (11)
n=1
where
{n) (r0 ) = x(n) i + y(n) 3 + (PZ (n) k
An = Modal amplitude
n) (r0 ) is the mode shape associated with the natural frequency
wn and satisfies the following orthogonality condition,
f	 (m)	





L ((n)) = -wn2 4) dm	 (13)
Further, if the body is unconstrained, the elastic modes must be
orthogonal to the rigid body modes ie,
f ^ n) dm = 0	 (14)
Vol
-9-
I r0 x P n)dm = 0	 (15)
Vol
If the body is constrained against translation and rotation at the
undeformed center of mass, the corrnsponding modes are called "faxed
modes." For fixed modes the orthogonality conditions (14) and (15) do
not hold. It should be -noted that, for the case of fixed modes, the origin
of the body frame, 0, no longer coincides with the center of mass in
the deformed state. Hence, only for free modes, Idm = 0. However
Vol




4.1 Equations of rotational motion
The equations of rotational motion of the body are obtained by the
following operation
I r x Eqn. (6)
Vol
i.e.,
Irx [aCM +r +2wxr+cwxr+wx (wx -r)] dm
Vol
I rx [LDq + f +e^dm	 (16)
Vol	 dm
where a is the external force per unit mass.
The various terms in E qn (16) can now be evaluated using the techniques
of vector, calculus. Assuming a << 1, only the first order terms in
q are retained in the following expansions.
I r x a dm = f q dm xa	 (17)








! r x r dM = ! try+^ x a dm ! FO x q drn	 (18)
Vol	 v	 v
^' r x 2( w x F) dm = 2 A FO +—q) x( w x q^ dm
Vol	 v
2 t rQ x (w x qq dm	 (19}
v




!r'O x (wxr,)dm+ v fro x (wxq)dn
+ t q x (w x FO)dm	 (20)
v




t (Y` w (W x r)dm
v
I t(ro+—q) • wNw x (rd+;D }din
v
t(rO
 • w) (w x r`0)dm
v




- -	 wn	 t rC x ',F (n)dm (usbt q eqn, (13))El  


















lr Xrdm= IFx (YO + Mr)dm
Vol	 v




+I [FO xMq+gxMFIdm	 (23)v
Irxedm= C'
Vol
It can be eas ily shown that,
•	 .,
I Fo x (wxFO )dm=Jx wx i+Jy wy j+Jz wz k	 (24.)
v
and ! (FO - w) (w x FO ) dm = (Jy-,7z ) wy W  i + (Jz - JX) W  x j
+ (Jx - y) wX wy k	 (25)
where, X, Jy, Jz are the principal moments of inertia of the body in
the undeformed state.
After substitution of the values for the integrals in Eqn . (16) and
rearrangement of terms, one can obtain the following form for the equations
of rotational motion.
CO
R +	 Q(n) + C + CO p(n) _	 + Z G(n)	 (26)
n=l	 n=1	 n=1
where,
R = Qx X + (Jz - Jy) Wy wz} i
+{Jy my + (Jx - JZ ) wz wx}
+ (iz ^z + (Jy - X) wX wy } k	 (27)
& n)	 d [rO x q + 2rO x (w x q) + rO x (:^ x —q)
vol
+qx (wxFO) - (FO • W-)
 
(wx q)
- (	 w) (ca x -)] dm	 (28)
U r ! F x e dm	 (29)
vol
cccc
E D(n) - ! q dm x (aK - 1,O) + E n2 ! !' ^ x -$(n)dm 	 (30)
n-1	 Vol	 n=1 	 v
f F. x M F. dm	 (31)
Vol
E e n)= f rr0 x M q + q x M r03 dm	 (32)
n=1	 vol
The expansions of the above vector expressions are presented in
Appendix - III.
The significance of the various terms in Eqn. (26) will now be briefly
discussed. The terms, fi n) , reflect the inertia torque associated with
the elastic deformations. The term, GR , corresponds to the gravitational
torque on a rigid body. The terms, G(n), correspond to the gravitational
torque due to the elastic deformtions. The terms, D{n), account for
the difference in position between the actual center of mass and the























4.2. Generic mode equations
The generic mode equation is obtained by the follming
operation:
I TIn)• D:gn. (8)]
Vol
ie
[aC+r +2wxr +wxr +wx Gxr)jdm
Vol
I fin) • [ I	+ ^ + e^ dm	 (33)
vol	 i
With the use of equations (6), (9), (10), (11), (12) and (13),
the various terms appearing in £qn. (33) can now be e.\Tanded as follows:
















f ^n)• (2 w x ri) dm= 2 I (,(n)• w x	 dm	 (36)
	
Vol,	 v










x Cw x q) dm	 (38)
v
m	 dm
' }	 Vol	 m-1	 v
W  2 A Mn (39)
I ^(n), f dm = I	 (n) dm , T
o 
+ I o(n), M r dm
' Vol
	 v	 v
i(n) dm - fo + I T(n),












After substitution of the values for the various integrals in Eqn. (33)
and rea-+ rangement of the 'terms, the generic mode equation is obtained in
the following form.
'AA• *w 2 	 +fin	




Z 'Pmn	 [^+E g	
+En
 n 	




Cpn= v [ (n), w x r0 +	 n), w x (w x rM 	 dm (43)
mEl II?= = v [2	 (n)• w x q+ T(n)	 w x 9 +(n), w x (w x q)] dm
(44)








En = I O(n), a dm
v (47)
Dn = I ^(n)	 cam, - o } (48)
v




The expanded forms of the above expressions are presented in
Appendix III.
The significance of the various terms in Qn. (42) will now be
briefly discussed. The term 4f corresaonds to the forcing term due
to rigid body motion. ch., is the forcing term due to the elastic
motion in the mth .tee. The term, gn , represents the gravitational
force acting on the nth mode due to the rigid body notion. The te*^ns
corrvspond to the gravitational foxes acting on the n th mode, due
to the elastic motion in the m `n mode. En is the component of the ex-_
ternal force acting on the nth made. nn is the term corresponding to
the displacement of the center of mass from the point 0.
In the next section, an application of the equations of motion
I










In this section, we consider the application of the equations
of motion presented in the previous section, to the speccific example
of a beam in circular orbit shown in Fig. 3.
In section,5.1 it is assumed that the motion of the beam is
restricted to the orbit plane. In section 5.2, the general case
of the three dimensional beam is considered.
'	 5.1. Planar motion of a long, slender, uniform beam in circular orbit
Since the beam motion is restricted to the orbit plane, the
yaw and the roll angles varnish, i.e.
1P (t) = 0 (t) L: a	 (50)
tAlso, the elastic deforr ►ation out of the orbit plane is assumed
to be zero, ie, 	 Ivn)	 » 0.
For unconstrained structures,
-D'In)
	 0, Pn	 = 0 and HIn) = H( n ) 	(5l)




-edand	 (	 X , € ,, 4^) are coordinates of  dm; in the un"Iefoimed sta*e me-asta
in	 the body frame,
In the absence of out-of-plane deformations , 1, z . I (n) = 0, we
-can deduce that,

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































The generic r ade equatiors :
An	
3	 cco,
+ n n 
s1 + 1
	
^ - l ( + E	 + En)




9n - (8-wc)2 n()
C?mn W [ 2 ^n (6 - wc ) + Am 61 (L(mn) - Lzx
1))
xZ




L(M)	 (L On) + L (mn) ) + N! L(mn)g
`nn - n ^ xx	 M13 xz
	 zx	 M33 zz
We will now consider several specific cases of the long slender beam
assumed to be subjected to rotations and deformations only within the
orbital plane.
5.1.1. The case of no longitudinal vibrations: i.e., 0 (n) = 0.X
For this case it can be seen that,
H(n) _ L(mn) ^ L(nn) _ L(mn)	 0	 (59)
xx	 xL	 zit	 xx
By choosing ^ (n) to represent the eigen-modes of bending vibrations
of a free-free beam, we obtain,
L(mn) = 6M n(60)
where, S is the kronecker delta and Mn is the generalized mass of the
beam in its nth node. An expression for the value of Mn for free-free




Substituting the above results in equations










[SO co + 4







- 1 + E Ks Ms M33)]
'
s=1
Assumptions of a spherically symmetric gravitational field and
circular orbit result in the following simplification of M 31 and M33,
vat_ 2
0 3 We
M31 = 2 WCc 2 sin 26
M33 = W c 2 (sing 6 - 1)
Hence equations (fit) and (62) simplify to^ ^
	
^P fY ,
6+2wc2 sin 29 + Ly =0	 (63)
'	 An + [mn2 _ w 1 0 sing 6 - 1) - (6 _ wc ) ` ] A, = In	 (64)
Equation (63) is just the rigid body pitching equation. Thus from
Eqn. (63), one can conclude that there is no influence of the elastic motion
on the rigid body motion, under the assumptions of the present case. The
same conclusions were arrived at by Ashley  for the case of a thin beam
undergoing flexural deformations in the orbit plane.
-2o-
If the rigid body pitch oscillations are sm311 ie. 8 << 1,
equations (63) and (64) Further simplify to (assuming no external
disturbances),
6+3mc2 @=0	 (65)
n + [wn2 - 02 + 2wc8] n - 0	 (66)
Without .loss of generality, one can assume the solution of equation
(65) as,
0 = c sin (v3 ct + Y )	 (67)
where, c is the amplitude of the patch imtion.
Substitution of Eqn. (67) into Eqn. (66) yields,
An + [wn2 - 3 wc2 c2 cos2 (r wet + Y )
+ 2r 
wc2 
c cos(r wct + '07 An = 0	 (68)
With the introduction of dimensionless variables, T = ( ►r; WC  + Y )
and z, ,l = of A'. where X is the length of the beam, one can write,




After substituting Eqn. (69) into Eqn. (68), one obtains the
generic mode equation in the folkwing non-dimensional form,
d2 i if f	 i	 4
-----^-- + 3 [(	 - 3 c cos 2t + 2 ^c cos 2T] c n - 0	 (70)
dT'	 c
Using; the trigonometric identity, cos ?^T = 1;;- (cos 4T + 1), Eqn. (70)
can be re-written as,
d`zn	
^	 ?	 17
dT` 	+3 ^(	 - 3' ) +2W"lCcos?'r	 - 3c2 cos 4T]z n -0 (71)
TF
1I
Equation (71) is in the form of "Hill's 3 - term equation" or
"Whittaker I s equation:' 7 For sma l pitch amplitudes ie., c << 1, the




+ (d + s cos 2T) z n = 0	 (72)
dT2
where, 2	 2
d=^(Wn 	-- 3c)3  2
8 T3 ce = 3
	
= 4.62 c
Figure 3 shows the Mathieu stability diagram  with a and 6 as
parameters. It can be seen frm the Mathieu chart that for the values
of 6 around unity i.e.,  wn
2
2 = 8^ (1) the system may enter the region of
WC 
instability. However for large values of (wn/wc) 2 the co-efficient of
zn in Eqn. (72) is dominated by (t,^ /wc ) 2 . Hence, in the high frequency




Thus, it can be concluded that for beams with (wn /wc ) 2>> 1
(n = 1, 2, ... -), the elastic motion and the rigid body pitching motion
are completely decoupled from each other. However, if (wn/wc) 2 = al(l),
(highly flexible beams) one has to consider Egn.(71) to study the elastic
motion, and thus the elastic motion is coupled with the rigid body pitching
motion.1
In Section 6, numerical solutions of Eqn. (71) are presented, for
some typical values of wn/wc.
:.1.2. The case of no flexural vibrations: {0(n) = 0)
In this Section, we specialize equations (57) and (58) by restricting
beam	 havethe	 to	 no bending or flexural vibrations, but allow for the
'
possibility of longitudinal vibrations. With the above assumption and
the assumption of circular orbit in a spherically symmmietric gravitational
' field, the following simplifications result,
L(mn) = L(mn) = L(mmn) = 0	 (73)
' zz	 zx	 xz
M31 = 
WC  s6 c6	 (74)
i
M11 = c 2	 2(3 c e -1)
	 (75)
Substitution of the above results in equations (57) and (58) leads
to,	 (asstunr►g Cy = 0 },' ..
Y 6 + 2nZi [An (8 - wc ) + An e]	 ) + [J	 +	 E	 H(n)]wC2 sin 29 = 0' Y	 n=1	 xx 2	 (76)
IV
An + 
n2 Al - [{9 - wc ) 2 + wc2 {3 c` 6-1)]( M	+ n) = M	 (77)n	 n
Equations (76) and (77) are consistent with Ashley's equations (A--8)
' and (A-9) in Ref. 2, which were derived from an energy approach.
Ashley has further shown in Ref. 1, that if the beam is spinning at
' a high enough spin rate, ie. %/n << 1, where S2 here represents the
' spin angular velocity, the response a of Eqn. (77) for only the first mode,
consists of steady stretching on which can be superimposed an oscillation
with the physical frequency of (w12	 + 2.9392	 re, w)	 whe 	 is the funda-
mental frequency of the beam in the longitudinal vibrations assuming
' no spin.
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Ashley' has also investigated another special case of equation (77)
by assuming e(t) = constant. Physically this implies that the beam
is forced to maintain a constant orientation with restiect to the
local vertical. In this case, it can be easily seen that Eqn. (77)
reduces to that of an harmonic oscillator with the physical frequency
Of 1wn2 
_ 
C2 + WC  (1 - 3026) ] 11 . The third term in this frequency
expression is due to the gravity gradient effect. Thus, the gravity -
gxadient contribution to the frequency changes sign when c 2 = 3.
For beams with n = C? (wc ), the possibility of buckling instability
at e = 0 is also evident from the frequency expression.
5.2. Three dimensional motion of a long, slender, uniform beam in
circular orbit: (assuming yaw to be zero, ie. * = 0).
This section presents the equations of three dimensional motion
of a beam in circular orbit. Some of the following results which were
obtained in Section 5.1 also hold for the present case, ie.
D 	 0; D  = 0 and H(n) = H(n ) 	(51)
(n)	 (n)	 (n) _ H(n )	H (n^)	 (n) _ (n)	 (n)
HXZ _ Hzx - HXy - Yx	 Y	 Hzz	 yz " H
zy = 0 (78)
M
Also, J  = J  and J  - j  = JX for long,slender beams.
Hence, the pitch equation is,






















W  =(6- wc ) s^; y = (e - wc)c^ ;wz
0(n)=
 2 [An y+ n (y— 	 2 wz 
wx)]H )
Y'
^Ry = - j  M31
G(n)= - 2M A H(n)
y	 31 n xx
The roll equation is,
Jz wz + i wx y + ZQ(n) 
+ C = G





gin) = 2 [An wz +An (wz+wywz)]H(n)
% = J z M12
Gz = 2 M12 n H(n)
M12 = - 3 3 s^coc2B + ya3 E K$ (aM12	 m
p	 P s=1
The generic mode equation is,
CO
q + n2 n +
	 _+ 1 E 4?mn - 1 ( gn + E gim + En1 (81)
71	 Mn	 Mn m=1	 Mn	 m=1
where,
d?n = - (wy2 + wz2) H(n)
+ n 
[(my - Wiz } (LZrxs) _ LXmn)) + wx(w + w) (L(mn) + L(mn))
WY 	 z	 zx	 xz
2	 2	 2, (rm)





Mll + (M22 + M33 + 2M23 ) Lz )
+ (Lzx + Lxz ) ) (M12 + M13)1
(80)
t
5.2.1 The case of no longitudinal. vibrations: 	 ( n) = 0).
In this case, the following further simplifications result, i.e.
H(n) - L(mn) L(mn)	 ((mmn) Q
	 (82)
xx	 zx	 xz
Furthermore, if we choose the eigen modes of bending vibrations of
a free-free beam to be ^ (n) , then,
L	 = d^ n(mn)	 (83)
	
zz	 .
Assumption of a spherically s ymmetric gravity field results in,
	
M
12 " - 3 w c 2 S^ Ct 
c26; M22	 (3 s 2 ^ c26 -- 1)wc2
M23 = - 3 wc2 S^ ce se ; M33 = (3 s 26 - 1)wc2
M31 = 3 c2	 CO ce se
With the above results substituted in equations (79), (80) and (81),
one obtains the following equations of:
Pitch:
	W y - W  
x 
+ M31 + Cy/Jy = 0	 (85)
	
Roll: ^z + 
wx y - M12 + Cz/Jz = 0	 (86)
Generic mode:
An + (n2 +2wywZ- 2"x2-"y2-wz2-M22
En
WM33 -2M23)An M	 (87)n
where,	
wx Y (6 - c ) 0
wy = 6- WO ) c
wz-m
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The assumption of small amplitude pitch and roll, i.e. e << 1 and
1, yields the following set of linearized equations for pitch and
roll, after neglecting the terms containing the products and pagers of
0, ;, 8 and 9.
Pitch: ..




+3wc2+ JZ =0	 (89)
z
The generic mode equation is,
An + [wn2 +2 (6-w.)- (9-wc ) 2
-^2 +2wc2]A 1 = M 	(90)
n
5.2.2 The case of no flexural vibrations ( ^ 	 = (^`.^^ n) = 0) :
In this case, the assumption of no flexural vibratit,.: ms^Il ts in,
L(mn) = b	
1
(M) = (mn) = 0
	 (9I)zz	 zx	 sz
Also, the assumption of ^X to be the eigen-modes of longitudinal
vibration of the beam leads to the result,
Lam) 6jTn n (m = 1,2, ... ^)
	 (92)
As in Section 5.2.1, the assumption of a spherically symmietric gravity
field, yeilds
M12 = (3 c20 c 2 e - 1)wc2 M12 = - 3 we  so 0 c28
M22 = (3 s20 020 - 1)wc2 M23 = - 3 wc2 so ce se
M23 = 3 wc2 co ce so
	




For this case, the pitch and roll equations re e n the same as
equations (79) and (80). The generic rode Eqn., (81), simplifies to the
following form:
n	 n n=1	 Mn	 m=1 (94)
where,
d?mn =- Am [w 2 +w 2 ]M dy	 z n mn
(n)
gn ` Mll %
gmmn = An Mll Mn %n.
IN
6. KCAL RATS
In this section, the numerical solutions of equation (71), for a
few typical values of (wn/wc) 2 shown in Table -1, are presented. Cases
1-5 correspond to very flexible beams. Eqn. (71) was integrated,
using a Runge-Kutta forth order method with variable step size, on a
Nova 840 digital computer. As an initial guess a ste p size of approxi-
mately 1/500th of the orbital period was chosen for all the computer runs.
A pitch amplitude of 0.2 radians was assumed, which is the upper limit
for.
 9 for which the approximation sin e = 6 is still valid.
The responses shown in Figs. 5 and 6 for the value of ( n/w c ) 2 = 1.0
indicate the instability of the system at very low natural frequencies.
Point 1 corresponding to this case on the Mathieu stability diagram
in Fig. 4 also indicates this instability. The other points on the
Mathieu stability diagram correspond to other cases shown in Table 1
and are referred to by the appropriate case number. For the other
values of (wn/wc ) 2 considered., the beam response is sinusoidal to a
very close approximation, see Figs. 7, $, 9 and 10. Phase plane plots
of cases 1, 2, 3, 4 are shown in Figs. 11, 12, 13, and 1 L^ respectively.
It is to be noted however, that when the pitch amplitude exceeds
0.2 radians, one has to use equations (63) and (64) for simulation.
The development of a general computer program which treats the combined







[wn/ ^) 2 	c**	 an(0)	 dzn(0)/dT
1. 1.0 0.2 0.5 x 10-4 0.0 Range of T: 0 to 11
2. 1.0 0.05 0.5 x 10 4 0.0 Range of T: 0 to 11
3. 2.0 0.2 0.5 x 10-4 0 . 0 Range of T: 0 to 11
4. 5.0 0.2 0.5 x 10-4 0.0 Range of z: 0 to 5.5
5. 10.0 0.2 0.5 x 10-4 0.0 Range of T: 0 to 5.5
6.* 3200 0.2 0.5 x 10-4 0.0 Range of T • 0 to 1.1
* This case corresponds to a beam with a fundamental natural frequency of 1/100 eps and
moving in a circular orbit of 250 n. miles altitude.
c - Pitch amplitude r. radians.
Table 1: Data assumed for numerical simulation,
1
5 ,1 The Flexbeam Onputer Program




The first order non-linear egutions of motion for the lar-
fleaible beam in orbit as developed in section. 5, Eqs. (5 77) and (55),
were coded for numerical simulation using the Neva $40 digi-ta commuter
system. The program, Flexbeam, consists of nine stbp ogams wtose
names and functions are:
FSSr,T	 - (a) set up initial state, (b) an input quantity, ?recision,
dependent upon the desired precision (range 1.0 to 1.0 -5 ); the
size of this input parameter , is inversely proportional to the
desired accu► acN, (and also the number of iterations required
per ccmputatioml time sfiep).
' FEHST	 - set H^ ) where n = 1, 0. .... M, ^ ^ax 	 0 =des
FIILST - set L('^ wtleta r = 1, . , 	 ... , *i, an,'n = 1, 2 	 M..	 ... , 
nFR IF -	 setdifferential	 uations which include nrimar~- and secon^ ary^e ^	 eq 	 _
functions
(a) set fl-al scale values of the initial conditions :	 C ,
An0 , and an0 , (b) set the nur —ei of -ndi )an, differential
equations to be evaluated, (c) set the bounds on tie Traxim m
number- of ite--ations (11) that the Rung-Kutta subroutine is
allowed per time step in	 to fulfill the desired p eOislon
specified in FESSET. 	 If more than this ntu-tv-- ow itel-ations
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In this case, the precision parameter or full-scale values
would have .o be adjusted.
RKGS - Uses the Runge-Kurta method to obtain an approximate solution
of The system of first order differential equations, given
initial conditions.
FBSIF - calculation of prita interredi.ate functions, i.e.
Mil , M13 , X22 , sinr and cosh, etc.
FBSIF - calculation of secondary intermediate functions, i.e.
0r,, gr,, 0 r and grn
FBOUT - sets the scale magnitudes of the output variables 	 An, and
n, equal to the maximum expected amplitudes for use in the plot
routine.
The flow diagram, Fig. 3-5, depicts the various subprograms and how,
input information, as well as the resulting output of each subprogram,
is passed through the Flexbeam main program,
B. Flexbeam Usage
Flexbeam is a computer simulation of the dynamics of a flexible
beam in a circular orbit about the earth. The prog wrang language
used in the main pn;gram is Fortrkmn Five. This language allows the
results to be obtained faster than the same results obtained, using
Fortran Four. (The Flexbeari out-put program is coded in Fortran Four.)
Flexbeam, contains Three principal components: Flexbeam Main Program,





Inside the main prograni the subroutine FBDM is associated
with Flexbeam Input Data. The purpose of this subroutine is to
specify the order and format with which the input data is read into
the computer. Block data, also inside the main program, sets the
constant parameters, i.e. gravitational constant, NU, orbit frequency,
WD, external forces, QCP, C2 1 and terms involving the higher harmonics
of the earth's gravitational field, J2 and J3, to their full-scale
values; also constant parameters associated with each mode are set,
i.e. the modal frequency, DW. The number of modes (M) and the number
of differential equations being considered, NORD, are also specified here.
Flexbeam Input Data is the component progr m that allows the main
program to be executed. The first input of the first data card denotes
the total time interval over which the numerical integration is to
be performed, e.g. 0.0 to 300.0 sec. The second input on this card
is the computational time step, 0.5 sec. The third input is the
precision, 1.0. The second data card contains the initial conditions:
00' $0 and their scale values. The remaining data cards contain An fl , An0,
their scale values and the modal frequency, in - that order for each mode
being considered. Sample data cards are sh^xwn in Fig. 16 and input data,
for a specific case, is shown on page 12 of the program listing (Appendix
V -- 12).
The Flexbeam Output Progrem prints and/or plots any and/or all of
the following: pitch angle (and pitch rate), modal amplitudes (and
rates), and deflections taken at particular points along the undeformed
beam, all as functions of time.
1
t
(The designated points at which the deflections are to be calculated
iare specified according to the position of the par ticular point from
the left egad of the beanh non-dimens onalized by the total beam length.)
The desired outputs can be implemented by placing the "amplitude vs. time"
deck of cards, (page V - 17 of the pmgram listing), "print out-put"
deck of cards, (page V - 16) of the program listing), or the "call
to deflection plot (DFPLO)" subroutine, (page V -13 of the program





6.2 Numerical results of Flexbeam Program
The results obtained from the computer simlation of the dynamics
of a flexible beam in orbit using the Flexbeam Program will be considered.
The beam is assumed to be a long slender hollow tube made of wrought
aluminum (2014T6). The length of the beam is taken as 100 meters,
its outside diameter and thickness are: 0.05 meters and 0.005 meters,
respectively. The structural rigidity (EI) of the beam is 7.707 x 103
nt - m2 and the mass per unit length is 9.906 x 104 kg/m. It is further
assumed that the c.m. of the system follows a 250 n.mi (463.31 )on) alti-
tude circular orbit.
The initial conditions which remained constant throughout all
simulation runs are: 0(0) = 0.2 rnad., $(0) = 0.0 rad./sec., n(0) W
0.5 meters (maximum value) and k(0) = 0.0 meters/sec. Other parameters,
i.e. the time interval of the numerical simulation and the generic
modal frequencies, were varied. Variations in these parameters and
their effect upon the deflection of the beam throughout its entire length
will be discussed.
The first two cases of the simulation were constructed to test the
program. The first, depicted in Fig. 17, is a simulation of pitch motion
with a superposition of the first and second generic modes, (refer to
Table 2). Each mode is assumed to have an initial amplitude coeffi-
cient of 0.5 meters. The deflection is calculated using Eq. (11), where






The deflected beam was examined at three locations, the left and
right nodal points of the first mode and the central nodal point of
the second nodes (Table 2). In Figs. 17a rind c, we observe the pre-
dominant effect of the frequency response of the second mode, whereas
in Fig. 17b 5 that of the first mode. Discrepancies between the responses
shown in Fig. 17 and purely single harmonic motion at a particular modal
frequency, are attributed to: (1) small numerical errors in calculating
the exact location of the nodal points and (2) nonlinearities associated
with pitch-rate coupling in the generic modal equations. In the second
case, Fig. 18, the frequency of the first mode is set equal to the
orbital frequency. The frequencies of modes two and three are calculated
based on criterion consistent with free-free beam, (Table 2). Figs. 18a
and b. depict the responses of the first generic mode and then all three
generic modes, respectively. In each figure, we note the growth of the
amplitude of the first mode due to orbital resonance as simulated.
Fig. 19 is associated with Fig. 18b. This figure illustrates the de-
flection of the entire beam for a one hundred second time interval.
This interval was chosen to show the dominating effect of the first rode
during this part of the response. It should be noted that the case sham
in Fig. 18 for the response of the first generics mode, duplicates the
earlier result described in Fig. 5, after accounting for the nondimen-
sionalization of Al and noting that the initial conditions in 0 and






The third and remaining eases of the simulation shown in Figs.
20 - 29, all depict the following plots; modal amplitude and deflection
vs. non-dimensional beam length as functions of time. The modal ampli-
tude responses are used to study the interaction of the modes super-
imposed upon one another; first with initial values of the mode ampli-
tudes equally weighted, i.e. An(0) = 0.5 meters (Fig. 20), then unequally
weighted, i.e. Figs. 22, 25a, and 27. Figs.22 and 25a can be compared
since the initial conditions are similar. It can be observed that with
the frequencies chosen for the first generic mode, u^ = 0.0628 in Fig. 22
and wl = 0.628 in Fig. 25a. which represents 1/100 and 1/10 cycles per
second, respectively, the responses shown, illustrate the effect of the
greater rigidity in the latter case. The deflection plots are used to
study the deflection of the entire beam during specific time intervals.
As a particular example, we consider Figs. 20 and 21 jointly, to study
zhe effect of the superimposition of the different modes at different
intervals. We note that at the beginning of the simulation the signs
of all three modal amplitudes (Al - A8 ) are positive. Figures 21a.and b.
show the deflection of the beam throughout the length of the entire
beam during the first 21 seconds. From Table 2 1 it is observed that
the deflections at the left end of the beam due to the first three
(or more) generic modes, will be additive providing the modal ampli-
tude factors have the same sign. This phenomena is apparent in Fig. 21a,
where the initial larger deflection at the left end of the beam should
be noted.
. 	 C, 	I')	 ..
The first and second modal amplitudes have negative values between 42.5
'	 and 48 secs. whereas the third modal amplitude-has a positive value,
(Fig. 20). It should also be noted that the first modal amplitude
'	 reaches a maxim m negative value at 45 secs'. During this time period,
the dominating influence of the first mode in the deflection response
(Fig. 210, is apparent. The contributions of the second and third mode
'	 tend to compensate each other.
The remaining amplitude and deflection responses showing the
'	 effect of different initial conditions and the numbers of modes in the
model can be examined in a similar manner and will be useful in the
forthcoming simulation of the free-free 'beam under the action of1	 various control devices.
Figure 30 shows a typical response of the pitch motion of
the beam for a simulation which involved only one generic mode. Since
'	 the pitch motion is not coupled to first order with the generic modal.
motion CEgns. (88) and (90)3, this type of response is representative
'	 of all pitch notions simulated for small pitch amplitudes.
For all numerical cases reported here, an average of 10-12 minutes
'	 computational time was reQu x- i to simulate the dynamics over an 80


















I	 I. V., -
7. C4NI0?t
This report presents tl.e development of the equations of motion
of an arbitrary flexible body ,
 in orbit. In the case of planar motion
of a long, slender beam in a circular orbit, undergoing small Fitch
oscillations and flexural vibrations, the pitch motion completely
decouples from the elastic motion and the elastic motion is governed by
a Hill's 3 - term equation. For large values of twn/we) 2 the elastic
motion completely decouples fmm the pitch motion and the elastic motion
closely approximates that of an harmonic oscillator. Hrwever, the
numerioal results indicate -,he possibilitie6 of instabilities at very
low values of (wn/w ) 2 . A general computer program which treats both
the pitching motion and the first-order flexural vibrations of a thin beam
in orbit is developed; this program can be modified to simulate the effects
of both external environmental torque. , and control torques that may be
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x 0' Center of the earth
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P An arbitxm-y point in the body
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 -• Position. vector of P before deformation
r - Position vector of P after deformation
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Fig. 4: Mathieu Stability Diagram
(Shaded regions indicate stability)
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(	 Fig. 19: Deflection vs. Nan-dimensional Beam
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Fig. 21a: D--flecLion vs. Non-din-ensional Beam































































Fig. 21c: Deflection vs. Non--dimensional Beam
Length for 42.5 < T < 5
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^^11{ ',.^I.ff^	 l^,
i =	 ,:	 ii. l 	1`;.
"4^i I^ft
	 Ir ^'..j.
.1	 ! R >!:	 _i
^i" Fi' - I





















r	 ti	 i.	 -	 I ,	 ti r :;I	 ^.`. 14 j }	
't•	
r,	 - 0.6283 r/s
_...
0.0	 i _	 -	 -	 I - f^	 _'	 w2 = 1.7332 r/s-
i 1 i	 1 ^ i+ w] 3.3741 r/s
T.0 :	 A -	 0.51ri
^ 1 1	 ^: '	 i!	
I^•	 ;r:	 "' :T'	 i Ii, ^•	 1 ^
-._ '. .	 .' A2 0.3m L
..^_
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0	 Non-dimensional Beare Length^ 1.0
Fig. 26. Deflection vs. Non-dimensicnal Bear,
Length for 0 < T < 10 (secs)
W1 = 0.628 r/s
W2 = 1.7332 r/s
W3 = 3.3741 r/s



















0s	 = 0.0628 r/C
0.1733 rI/sW2 =
0.337 1 E r/sm3 =
( q = 0.5579 r/s
w =	 0 . R 3 37 r/s5
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^-. r `,^	 _	 !	 5'_ S==	 = i' -^ _
L Non-dimnsional Beam Length 1.0
Fig. 28. vs. ilon- i ans iona1 Beam
. I..^^-. G . A...am qL r 111-- i	 ♦
` 1` = 0.628 rls
*2
 = 0.1733 rls
w3 = 0.3374 rls


























-	 t =r-_ li,
-	 0.337 r/s
w4 = 0.5579 r/s








FIE- . 29:	 Deflection vs. Non-dirnens zonal Beam.

















orbit = 5632„28 sec wa = 0.0051 rad/sec
co) = 0.0 rid/sec
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2 . Trans Yornation
















i	 I	 L -4	 L.2	 YO	 Fig. W-2)
3. Tr nsformaticn Som orbit ;rarer (T ' ) tO the body Name NJ:J
YI^, / 1116 y
rrig (A-3): Euler ankle rotations
xo YD zo	 I.
YOR1 --
Xf y + Z +	 e	 X, y" Z++ z
Pitch
	 y
Prom Fig. (A-3) ,
x^	 CO SY 0	 c6	 0 -se -	 _	 0 G	 X01
	
'
' T	 -so co 0	 0	 1	 0	 0	 cY Q,	 YO
c	 0 1
	 s9	 0	 CB	 0 -SY cs!^	 Zr.
X rcoce	 SOC, + clses,
	 s'sY - C'secY
	 XO
i.e.	 y _ -Sjce
	 CIC, - SJSOSQ
	 cos$ + s'sec,
	 ;0	 w
L s?	 - COSY	 c6c)	 ZO




OF PO ()R QUAL -
1%7.D- _x - Ii
The c3T15for^c ^i rt'i —,-- lx connec tin T^ (:) and L . Wr?e?'e
_s a general poLit in the body, is develcaed as below,
('_) Tra71S fc' ? a vector Sri T ( p ) to a vec -LCr in T0 us i o -Che
trz.ns crrration T 1 y (^) .
(ii) Transform the vector ..n TC LC a vec^or Ln T 1 (0) by .he trans-




	T 1 - (P) = T1	 (0) + ATI
aTjOTi
	
= T	 (0) + = An +	 Acs + H.O.T.
	
- 1	 an,	 aw
Hence,
T1 (0) T1 	 = I + A
where,
	 9T,	 aT
	= T1 (C) hand An +	 1 AwJ
_nd from Eqn.
r 0 -1 0
A
=An	 1	 0 n	 J-nj..
	
L .3	 0 0
Thus, the z ^ansfo-r7ation ( ITA ) trans for—,,
vector in T1 (0), i.e.
i2
	
`3^	 L s„T1 (0)
{^ ^	 ► 	 I	 J	 ^ ^^	 I	 1	 ^	 ^	 ^	 i
ANN xal V tee *s .	 ^..	 4
100
ORIGINAL P,^,-
pC D OR QUAL.I'l'Y
TT-.e gravity  force per unit mass at 0, expressed in the




FO ( p , n, w) = V V10	 1 DV	 (II - 4)
1 av
Where, V is the gravitational potential given by Eqn (5).
Me gravity force at P referred to the intrinsic frame at P can
be written as:
:gyp




Hence, the gravity force at P can be referred to the intrinsic frame
at 0, T
1 
(0), tKnough the use of transformation Eon. (II-2), by:
F = (I	 A =
A P p
An
To a first order approo2nation in ap, An, M,
F = 0 +
	 FO + h	 p,r,,w)
AP
An
From Egns. % 11 - 2) &	 (II - 3), it is easy to show that,
0 -Fn	 -F Sn r A























` .r .	 .
fV1ZerY'Z y	 ^`^	 2
FP













1PSG a^► 	 — w sn
---
3Fr 1+ F 1 ^r P- F cry
a^	 p	 ar,	 P PSn aw
w
aFw	 1	 a'^ I	 1 aF
aP	
^^	 3TJ i	 asp aw	 + FPs^ +	 Ic -, (r2 — 11)
Evalua ping the - arj a'- derivatives in B, using Eqn. (11-9), we a^ive
k`









































I (s+l) ( s+2)Ps
( 's	 (s+2 )P,'
-(s+2)Sn















P ,n - (T,T2 }-1 r	 (iI - 14)
where r is the oostion vector exuressed in the body axes frame, T3.
After substitution of Eqns. (II - 10) and (II - 14) into Ean. (II - 7),
there results,
F = a^ + E:: (T3 T2)-1 r
















_0	 3 T2 FO




If we write, M = M(0) + E Ks (p)
-cner.'
x,1(0)
 _ T3 TL 5(0)(23 T2)-1
[J	
M(s) = TJ Ta E (s) (T3 T2)-1
The matrix M(0) is given in Eqn. (F).













-his aoDrndix Dresents the e->:Danded forms of tze vector expressions
in equations (28), (31), (32), (43), (44), (45), and (46).
t us introduce the following notations,
H 
(n) _ r	 (n) an
aB	 vol a S 












By the assumption q= E An(t) n) (_^0 ), we have
n=1
CO
q = E A (t) (n) (r0
n=1 `'
and	 4 = E An (z) o n) (r0 )	 (III - 2)
n=1
Consi-.'er Eqn. (28) ,
EQ(n) = t [r0 x a_ + 2 r0 x (w x c) + rQ x (w x q)
n= 1	 Vol
+ q x (w x ro ) - (r
0 





	 [-n(r^ x n) ) + 2 An (r- x (w x T(n)))
n=1 Vol
+ An {ro x (w x (n) } +( (r.) x (w x - )
(rQ • w) (a, x ^7(n) ) _ ( (n), w) (w x F ))]dm	 (III
wee•




Using'he methods of vector algebra, }.he above e)Tmssio n can be
expanded in the cr- m^nent form to obtaLn
	
^^n) 
_ A (. (n) _ H (n) ) 	2 y [E1 (n) + H(Z) )wx - H^)my H)-7
n ^rz	 zy	 n	 }'y	 ^,
(n)	 H(n)) w - (H(n) + H(n) )w - (H(n) + H(n )-+ n [ 2 ( 'yy	 zz	 x	 :ty	 yx y	 zx	 x---z
- 2 wywz (H n) _ H(vn,)) _ wX v (HX ) 	 + H^X)
+ wxwu (H1v} + H ) ) } (w„2 - wv2 ) (Hy(^) Hey } ) ]	
C TII - 4)
Q (n) and Q(n) are obtained by the cyclic Permutation of x, y, z
in the ex-prassion for 
Qxn)
•
Now consider equation (31), which is given by,
GR = f r3xM7,dm
Vol
On expanding; in the component form, 	 n
'gR = (Jy - Jy) M23 i t (Jx - JZ) M31 j + (Jy - Jx) M12 k	 CITT - 5)
where, Mij is an element of M matrix
ix, Jy, 
J. are the principal moments of inertia of the body in the unde-
formrd state.
Considering Eqn . (32) for G , we have,
E G(n) = f (— x Mq + q x MrQ)dm
ro
n=1	 Vol






Hence, the co=ne-its of (_TI - 6) are,
_ A






Gyn) and G (n) comments are obtail-ied by the cyclic permutation. 3
of x, y, z in (III - 7). i
4y'
w+"x







+4)	 W  (wxr )]dm
n Y Vol +
,^ = w	
(H (n)	 (n)	 (n)
	 (n)	 (n)
x	
- H	 ) + w	 (H	 - H	 ) + w` (H^z (n)- H ,x )W yz	
Zx
Y	 Y	 xz 5
i
+ w a.}	 (H (n) + H(n)) + w w	 (H(n) + H(n)) + w w (H(n) + H(n))
n.
xYx y	 Yx	 Y z
	 yz
	 zy	 z x zx	 xz
2	 (n)	 (n)	 2	 (n)	 H(n)	 2	 (n)	 (n))- w	 (N	 + H	 ) - w
	
(H	 + 	 ) - w




















=2A[w	 (L	 -L	 )+w	 (L	 -L	 ) (mn)+w_ (L	 -LUri) )];rm	 m	 x	 yz	 zy	 y	 zx	 xz xy YX





+ w	 (L (nm) - On))L 	
'm	 x	 yz	 y	 zx	 xz
a '
+ w w	 (L(T r.) +	 (rm)) + w w	 (L (mn`) + LOn)) w„w	 (L(rm)1
+	 T Urn ?
`'xz'yx Y	 xY	 y z	 yz zx





v	 (Lzz	 ^^	 ) -
2	 (r*u-r)	 +
wz	 (LXx (nmLy" )]
(III - 3)
Ecn. (43): gn = f	 (n)	 M ro drl = E E -111,
	













where, a S = x, y, z or 1, 2, 3. For exam ple, when a is x in H(n),
as
Sze corresponding value of a in Ma , is 1. In a sirrLilzr way when a. is
} in H ), a is 2 in Ma and when a is z in H n) , a is 3 in teas. Same
masoning holds for ^ also.
I	 r	 ^
' 1 ... 'j
	 ^ - ' •ti ^wa yvs. ....,...,........ _a^.^.-..—.... ._..J,.._ __.. _ _._ _ _......—i.—.—. -^ -	 { ^...	 - . d Y	 rraer^s-rdkt^ `:i^^  .'^i
r'
nyendlx IV
Natural frequencies, mote shaors and real mass for Free-free uniform
beams:
The natural frequencies of a free-free beaam can be obtained by
solving the following frequency equation.9
cos S£ ccsh SZ = 1
	 (IV - 1)
-' = ere'
Q - length of the bears
^4 Y AtPI
Mt - mass per unit length or the beam
EI - bending modulus
w - natural frequency
The mode shapes corresponding to the frequencies obtained by Eqn.
(IV - 1) are given by,
ccss Q - cosh Q
Z' (n) ') = Dr
	
	
n	 n	 (sin Snx' + s i nh snx' )
sinhSn£ - sin Sn£
I
+ (cos pnx' + cosh Snx')
	 (IV - 2 )
Fig. (D-1): Free-free beam
0-1
MWhere, an (n = 1, 2, - - - ) are roots of Eon. (IV - 1).
It should be noted that x' is measured from one end of the beam,
as shoe in the Fig (D-W, Hence, x' = x + k/2
x'
Define,	 £ _ ^
(IV - 3)
^nQ - 2n
Hence, the nor_-Nmensionalized fo g^ , ? of the mode shape i n Eo . (?V -2)
as,
- cosCOSSZ	 ?'1^2 3
	
2 n ( ^)	 =	 n	 n
	
GOPn5^ 5 +s ix1hS2 ^ )
s i nhS? -- s i IL^'G	 n	 nTI	 r.
+ (COS2n C + coshQnC )
	 (IV - 4)
The following fable - 1 gives the first five natural modes and the
v
approximate values or the corresponding natural frequencies of a free-.free
beam.l
The modal mass (generalized mass) in the nth mode is given by,
Im = f Tzn)
2
(x) U dv	 (IV - 5)
v
Since the beam is assumed to be uniform, 0 = constant,
Hence,	 Q/2	 2
n = m'	 1	 din)	 (x) dx	 (1ZT - 6)
x= - X/2 '/
Using the change of variable
	
_ + 2 we get
M _ m , k f [Z Q) (C)1 2A	 (1V - 7)
0
Substituting (IV -- 4) in (IV - 7) ,
1
Mn = D n 2 M I X ! [K 1 (sinR + sinhQn^ )
0



































































































































1	 r	 jf	 1
51-^^RRIYIY c-^ -{^w.^iy - 	 ^ YM^ . Y ^	 _ 	 1-	 '	 IIY^Iii tr y 5 1E 	
E. - ^ ._ 1^	 -.. . ...^{
where n = (cos. 2 «^ cash MsLih S n - sass. 9
The various desir :ze inte grals aop.Ja_ning in Eqn. (I! - 8) are
evaluated in Tame - ' 3
Table - 3: Usefil definite integrals
1	 .^
! s22 n^ d sin 22n
0	 41
llsin S n cos 92 dr = sin2Stn
a	 P,,
l








1! cos2 ^^ d^ = 2 + sin 2?n
0	 1
!1 cos S^nC sinh %6- d^ _ cosh 9. cos On + Binh Stn sin Qn-1^ 
0 2S2n
3
! cos Stns cosh 
n^ 
d^ W sinh On cos nn + cash nn sin Sth
0	 252n










1I s^7h %n cosh Sns dC = sinh2Sn/2
0
I cosh2n 4 do = sinh 2gn + ln
0	 4nn	 2
Substituting the values of various de inito integ?s in Eqn. CIV S),
after simplification we get
'In ^ 
Dn2 M I X 	 ^ ( n2 + 1) (sink 29n 
+ cosh Stn
 sin Stn )
a	 4
n
(Kn2 _ 1) (sin 2Qn + sinh Stn cos Sn )
4
+ n (sin Stn
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FLFX SEaW 'AATN PR0GRAM.	 t
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DIMENSI0N 4UX (12 , 112)








LI N ES 0
L TEP-	 (}	 C 'CPAR'41C2	 C3)—) + t}^5 -
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9 FORMAT("OFIMAL VALUE OF–THLF;1,T3)'
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Y­ 	 v — I
V _ -1 2.
i	 j
rF ET E
	 T MP . L.S
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COMPILER i?.Qtl g L.E PRECTSION
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0.0 30 T=I ,M
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	 i^
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